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Antwerp Belgium, 27.10.2014, 20:14 Time

USPA NEWS - Saturday 25 october 2014, the last sun glow is coloring the evening sky, the 1 ste edition of the Electric Run Belgium
is going to take place in Antwerp.

A magic fun-run event with over 5000 runners coloring the streets of the city.

First Electric Run a big succes!

The first edition of the famous Electric Run in Belgium.

JIM a local radiostation presented this event in the city of Antwerp.

Electric run a fantastic colorful event coming from the United States of America.

This saturday evening more then 5000 visitors and athletes joined this magical fun - run, old and young everybody participated!

The runners discovered the beauty of colored streets and the magical world themes by lights and music.

At the finish Dj's Licious, DJ Peter Luts, DJ D-Wayne en DJ Ward together with MC Pyro, Nicolas Franck and Robbie Rise played the
right songs and the Finish Line Celebration party started.

The music and celebrations went on till the early hours.

Enthusiastic participants made the Electric run 2014 remarkable!

Electric Run is a running contest discovered in the United States of America where the idea was launched to combine sports and fun
for every person.

After the succes of the event this saturday we are looking forward to the second edition in 2015.

Article online:
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